Human Performance Major - Check Sheet

Name: ______________________________

Sport Management
2005-2006 Catalog

The major requires completion of 50-53 hours.
Note: A grade of “C” or higher is required in all the courses listed below.

Human Performance Core Curriculum: 26 hours

**HLTH** 6 hours
304* (3) completed ___ term planned Human Wellness and Lifetime Fitness
314 (3) completed ___ term planned Community Health

**HP** 20 hours
104 (1) completed ___ term planned Introduction to Team Sports
106 (1) completed ___ term planned Introduction to Individual Sports and Lifetime Fitness
110 (3) completed ___ term planned Foundations of Physical Education and Sport
203 (3) completed ___ term planned Psycho-Social Aspects of Physical Activity
302 (3) completed ___ term planned Organization and Administration in Human Performance Programs
306 (3) completed ___ term planned Adapted Physical Activity Programs
320 (3) completed ___ term planned Motor Development and Behavior
325 (3) completed ___ term planned Sport Leadership

Concentration in Sport Management: 24-27 hours

**ECON** 3 hours
201* (3) completed ___ term planned Principles of Microeconomics

**HP** 3-6 hours
In consultation with academic advisor, choose one of the following two options:
481 (6) completed ___ term planned Internship in Human Performance
499 (3) completed ___ term planned Senior Capstone in Human Performance

**RECR** 6 hours
307 (3) completed ___ term planned Recreational Programming and Facility Management
309 (3) completed ___ term planned Outdoor Recreation

Electives 12 hours
four courses chosen from the following:

**BADM**
302 (3) completed ___ term planned Business Law
303 (3) completed ___ term planned Principles of Marketing
305 (3) completed ___ term planned Promotion and Advertising
307 (3) completed ___ term planned Consumer Behavior
312 (3) completed ___ term planned Principles of Management
315 (3) completed ___ term planned Organizational Theory and Behavior

**PHIL**
250 (3) completed ___ term planned Ethics

* Course satisfies a core requirement.
The 2005-2006 Catalog supersedes this checksheet.